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 The goal of my work at Jefferson Lab this summer was to prepare materials for the mass 
assembly of the 140 modules of COMPCAL. Each module is made of a scintillation crystal and a 
photomultiplier tube (PMT) and will serve as a data collector. In my efforts, I was involved in 
many technical and mechanical activities. These activities fall under four classes: PMT related 
work, fine technical activities, module frame preparation, and scintilation crystal inspection.  
 
 My first project was collecting preliminary PMT data. I gathered data on the rise time, 
fall time, negative pulse width, amplitude, area, and minimum voltage of over 200 PMTs at 1 
kV, 1.1 kV, and 1.2 kV using a dark box set up with a blue light LED. The data was found to be 
fairly repoducible when I rechecked 20 of the “worst” PMTs. In this test, I collected data on a 
“good” PMT after every 5 runs. The “good” and 20 “worst” PMTs were determined as such by 
their closeness to the average amplitude. In testing the PMTs, I was tasked with insuring that all 
of them had an outer diameter no larger than 19.170 mm. Each PMT was passed through a finely 
machined ring. All of the PMTs passed this test. Lastly, I tested PMT linearity with the goal to 
reproduce the plot in Fig. 1 for a new PMT of average behavior and a low and high gain PMT 
from the winter prototype.  

 
Fig. 1- Plot from “Characterization of the NPS and COMPCAL Readout” by Fernando J. 

Barbosa, Alex Somov, Chris Stanislav, Nick Sandoval, April 20th, 2017 
 

Fig. 1 shows the linearity of a PMT to LED pulse frequency. The 3 differently colored lines are 
from 3 LED intensities. I was able to reproduce this result for the lowest gain PMT (CX6925, 
g=3.53746e6) and highest gain PMT (CX6940, g=5.82196e6) from the winter prototype as well 
as for the new PMT of average behavior (CX6893), Fig. 2-4. Recreating this plot at normal high 
voltage, 1100V, and minimum high voltage, 700V, showed that PMTs have linear behavior. 

 



 

Fig. 2 - Result for the lowest gain PMT, CX6925, at regular and minimum high voltage. 
 
 

 
Fig. 3- Result for the highest gain PMT, CX6940, at regular and minimum high voltage. 

 



 
Fig. 4- Result for new PMT of average behavior, CX6893, at regular and minimum high voltage. 

 
 The second class of activities I was tasked with consisted of fine technical work where I 
prepared various materials for module assembly. These jobs were cutting tedlar, preshaping and 
cutting ESR including end pieces, padding all of the G-10 blocks with tape, cutting over 60 mu-
metal rectangles, and cutting all the brass strips for module frames. The results were successful 
and reproducible.  
 
 The third project I worked on was to prepare the brass frames for the modules. I filed 
away flange oxidation and brazed the frames. The initial results were faulty. Some of the frames 
broke in module assembly and to fix this issue less tension was applied in assembly. The 20 
second brazing time was changed to waiting for the visual confirmation of good flow of the 
brazing compound. Good flow was achieved when the dark grey compound turned silver. Lastly, 
some of the frames developed green oxidation spots which caused enough degredation to break 
the frames so we began to coat the frames with WD-40 to sheild them from such effect. This 
method was effective. 
 
 The final project I took part on was scintillation crystal inspection. I helped to visually 
inspect and measure the dimensions of 2 shippments of crystals. Nearly all of the crystals had at 
least one of the following imperfections: discoloration, bubbles, chips, scratches and scuffs. The 
crystals were cleaned using a 50% (V:V) solution of water and isopropanol to remove residue 
left behind from electrical tape wrapping. All of the crystals had acceptible dimensions of about 
20.57 mm ± 0.04 mm.  
 



 In conclusion, this summer at Jefferson Lab, I was involved in four projects to prepare for 
the mass assembly of 140 modules. The scintillation crystal project revealed imperfect crystals. 
The PMT project resulted in the acceptible diameter of all the PMTs, linear behavior at minimum 
high voltage, and preliminary data for each PMT. The preparation of various materials project 
was successful in that many pieces of the modules were prepared in a functional and 
reproducible way. We faced a few difficulties in the brass frames project, but most of the module 
frames were successfully prepared. Overall, I was able to help make much headway in getting 
ready for mass assembly during my time at Jefferson Lab.  
 
 


